
At the crossroads there is a linden tree as tall as a statue
A tavern used to be located here, too
„Under the three crosses” used to be its name
Look around now and spot one of the crosses’ frames   

With the linden tree at your back, enter the alley filled with oaks
And return to the stables; quickly, folks!
Take the middle letter from the trees you’ll find here growing
And put it as the last letter in your password; the final 
answer is nearing!

Walking down this road the horses can notice
That a few steps more will lead them to their ‚home office’
Keep marching on this road by the side of the forest
Be jolly, but please do not cause unrest
Among the horses in the paddock that to your left can be found
Black horses, grays, bays and chestnuts enjoy these grounds.

There is a difference between black horses and bays
Black ones are of one color – that’s just their way
While for bays: only their tail, mane and lower legs are of that hue
The rest of them is brown through and through

Now step back on the „Mandra” stables terrain
There you will find a place where horses are reined
And prepared for their trips into the field
Given bridles and saddles so to their rider they will yield

Straight ahead you will see a roofed horse arena
And in front of it a place you could call a horse cleaner
For the animals’ legs need to be washed well after a ride
To prevent cramps the horse needs to have a clean hide

An arena is not a paddock, horses don’t run here freely
But people can be taught how to ride them if they so please
This is also the place to train one’s technique
If their riding or fence-jumping abilities are weak

It is time for us to end this horse adventure
We hope that you have found it a worthwhile venture
As for the treasure, Guest, listen carefully:
Where horses’ legs are cooled with water – that’s where it will be!
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WHERE  IS  IT?
The „Mandra” stables are located in the Korfowe village 
in the Leszno commune (West Warsaw county) on the 
Kampinos Forest periphery. To get here you need to get on 
the regional road No. 580 (from Warsaw to Sochaczew). 
When you reach Wilkowa Wieś, turn towards Powązki 
(located on the area of Leszno county), then follow the 
signs leading you towards the „Mandra” horse stables. 
The quest starts at the entrance to the property from the 

parking side.

THEME:
Following the mission path you will enable you to find 
out some interesting facts about horses lives at the 
„Mandra” stables. You will explore the Kampinos Forest 

picturesque natural landscape.

HOW TO FIND THE TREASURE?
Your task is to find the letters hidden on the quest path in 
the form of riddles. If you do it correctly, you will guess 
the password. You will need comfortable shoes and 
something to write with. Have a fantastic adventure! 

COMPLETION TIME: 
ca. 30 minutes
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Wdrażanie lokalnych strategii rozwoju”- mały projekt Programu Rozwoju Obszarów Wiejskich na 

lata 2007-2013.

You may be wondering about the password’s meaning
Ah, but it’s a thing quite endearing
Add it to the name of our stables, if you care,
And you will discover the name of „Mandra”’s first mare!
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Welcome, Dear Guest,
To the „Mandra” Stables, where horses live and rest
Animals about which you will learn
Many interesting facts before the day’s end

But it’s not only horses that might
Rest here; you too can rent a room for the night, 
If you’re interested ask the owners for information
But hurry now – or you’ll never reach your destination!

The first stables are visible to your right side
The so-called „warm” stables where horses reside
It is made of brick and protects horses young and old
From the sharp fangs of winter cold

Enter the stables through the first door; there you’ll see
Signs with the horses’ names on them before thee. 
Take the fourth letter of the name at the first compartment
And put it in the password – in the first spot, don’t waste 

a moment! 

The second part of the stables is a bit more rich in space
Count quickly the number of compartments in this place
Remember this number, you will need it later
As more riddles are forthcoming – trust your narrator!

Every horse here has their private „room”
Where they stand in peace throughout the night’s gloom
In their troughs they have plenty of oat with some hay below
And the floor is covered with straw, nice and yellow

Every compartment is equipped with a salt lick
A solid vitamin shot for the horses; so they’re well-equipped
As can be clearly seen, and in good care
Of the owners of this establishment fair

Leaving now these stables made of brick
You will face another one – made of wood, as you’ll be quick
To notice; an English stables such a place is called
Where the horses stay in temperatures quite cold                      

You might think that their health this could destroy
But rest easy – there’s no such nefarious ploy!
This is a place where allergic horses can breathe easy
Staying here makes them happy and healthy

Move on now towards the house, yellow of color
Where a linden tree grows ever taller
To the right there is a large wooden cabin
And next to it a big shelter where many parties have been

Go until you come upon five stone lanterns
Almost like in Narnia! On this path’s turn
Pine trees grow. Count their number            
You’ll get a spot in the password - „R” should go there

Turn left cheerfully and look for a tall spruce
But beware, a horse may observe you from the paddock like a recluse
A paddock is a place where horses spend their day
Walking, running, eating grass and probably talking about hay 

At the corner of the paddock turn to your right
You should see horizontal lines in your sight
Some distance away; that is the horse arena’s white fence
A place where riders and horses can practice their skills immense

When you reach a fork in the road, stop in your tracks
And remember to decidedly turn your head back
Look at the letter on the blue sign
Take the previous one that is in the alphabet assigned      
  
Go forward and stick to the right
A green ravine on the way up will keep your goal in sight
Horses always walk slowly here and attend
To their surroundings, for a car might come around the bend 

Walk along the sandy ravine, admire the view
Until you notice a sign of the National Park; then point your shoes
To the left near the wall of the birch forest pristine
And go boldly towards the barrier colored white and green
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